
Local Governance Initiative and Network (LOGIN) is a South and East
Asia centric multi-stakeholder knowledge network connecting state and
non-state actors to promote a culture of learning and exchange on the
state of governance in a local context. Spanning 12 countries, LOGIN’s
membership includes elected representatives, training institutions,
think tanks, government departments, non-governmental and
inter-governmental organisations, among others.
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Challenges of Old system

Lacked required User experience and intuitiveness 
Existing MELP Portal was static providing little interaction capability among
members
Portal did not provide members to post their feedback or share story among
themselves
Portal lacked Poll, Events and Training capability to existing and newer
members
Unified Access and Federated search missing
Classifying and filing stories and resources under various buckets not
available

Solutions

Completely redesigned and remodelled Collaboration tool from grounds up,
equipped with tools to Post stories by Members using Text, Pictures and
videos. Ability to share it publicly or privately within the group. Members can
create Public or private polls and collect opinions and feedback from the
group.
Stories are classified into various buckets and area of interests, subscriptions
are based on Area of interests so members see what is most relevant to
them. Facility to sort by Keywords, Date, etc… on all pages
Surveys and Polls are extensively used to collect feedback, sentiments and
pulse of members on various topics before implementing decisions or 
All features have administrative control with moderation capability assigned
to few roles in the system
Live twitter feeds and stories from RSS imported automatically
Integrated with IWORKTECH’s Torpedu LMS for course delivery
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Since 2004, IWORKTECH is on a mission to build critical enterprise-wide
solutions for its clients and partners. IWORKTECH provides solutions that can be
productized if need be. Our main domain focus is on Utility, Healthcare,
Logistics, and Education sectors.

We have mastered the dynamics of distributed software development and
simultaneous release on different platforms like Web, iOS, and Android. Our
R&D and architect group continuously works towards improving the productivity
of the team and providing cost-effective solutions that address the problems of
the customers.

Recently IWORKTECH was selected as one of the 20 Top promising outsourced
product companies by SiliconIndia – US.

IWORKTECH’s goal is to become a respectable IT service company.
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